Amendment # 4
Request for Proposals
K21-0018-29

Cloud-Based Unified Communications Solution for Maryland Judiciary

The following questions for the above referenced RFP were received by e-mail and are answered and posted for all prospective Offerors. The statements and interpretations contained in the following responses to questions are not binding on the Maryland Judiciary unless the RFP is expressly amended. The following changes/additions are listed below; new language has been underlined and language deleted has been marked with a strikeout (ex. language deleted)

Modify page 35 - 2.2 Insurance - iii. Comprehensive general liability insurance including a comprehensive broad form endorsement and covering

iii. Comprehensive general liability insurance including a comprehensive broad form endorsement and covering: a) all premises-operations, b) completed operations, c) independent Contractors, d) liability assumed by oral or written contract or agreement, including this contract, e) additional interests of employees, f) notice of occurrence, g) knowledge of occurrence by specified official, h) unintentional errors and omissions, i) incidental (contingent) medical malpractice, j) extended definition of bodily injury, k) personal injury coverage (hazards A and B) with no exclusions for liability assumed contractually or injury sustained by employees of Contractor, l) broad form coverage for damage to property of the Administrative Office of the Courts, as well as other third parties resulting from completion of the Contractor’s services.
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